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HOMOLOGY OPERATIONS ON A NEW INFINITE LOOP SPACE

BURT TOTARO

Abstract. Boyer et al. [1] defined a new infinite loop space structure on the

space Mq = fTn>i ^(Z> 2/i) such that the total Chern class map BU —► Mq is

an infinite loop map. This is a sort of Riemann-Roch theorem without denom-

inators: for example, it implies Fulton-MacPherson's theorem that the Chem

classes of the direct image of a vector bundle E under a given finite covering

map are determined by the rank and Chern classes of E. We compute the

Dyer-Lashof operations on the homology of Mq ■ They provide a new explana-

tion for Kochman's calculation of the operations on the homology of BU , and

they suggest a possible characterization of the infinite loop structure on Mq ■

The total Chern class of the direct sum of two vector bundles, c(E © F),

is not the sum but rather the product of the total Chern classes: c(E © F) =

c(E)c(F). In other words, for a topological space X, the total Chern class map

c: K°X —> Iln>i H2n(X; Z) is not a homomorphism of abelian groups for the

obvious additive group structure on the set Un>x H2n(X; Z), but only for a

multiplicative abelian group structure on it; let M°X = 1 + n„>i Hln(X; Z)

with the appropriate multiplicative group structure. Since the group K°X is the

Oth term of a cohomology theory k*X (O-connective AT-theory), it is natural to

expect that M°X is also the Oth term of a^cohomology theory M*X, with the

property that the map_c: k°X = K°X -» M°X extends to a map of cohomol-

ogy theories k*X -» M*X. Recently Boyer, Lawson, Lima-Filho, Mann, and

Michelsohn [1] defined a cohomology theory M* with this property.

If Mo denotes the infinite loop space such that [X, Mo] = M°X, then
Mq ~ IIn>i -^(Z, 2n) as a space, and we know the //"-space structure on Mq .

(It is not the usual //-space structure on a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane
spaces.) In this paper we continue the analysis of the infinite loop space Mo by

computing the Araki-Kudo-Dyer-Lashof operations on Ht(Mo; Z/p).
The computation starts with Kochman's calculation of these operations on

H*BU [4], but there is a pleasant side effect to our analysis. We only need
Kochman's calculation in the lowest nontrivial dimension, and with that as

input, the rich structure of Mo (it is the multiplicative Eoo space which under-

lies one component of an E^ ring space) allows us to find all the operations
on HtMo and hence on H*BU. In particular, one could say that the exis-
tence of BLLMM's theory gives a conceptual explanation for the simplicity of
Kochman's formulas.
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We also briefly describe the homology operations on another infinite loop
space structure on JXi>i ^(Z, 2n), this one defined by Segal, and we conclude

with a conjectural characterization of BLLMM's theory.

I would like to thank Paulo Lima-Filho and Ben Mann for many conversations

on their work. Also, Peter May taught a helpful class.

1. Dyer-Lashof operations on the cohomology of Mq

Let (i, j) = (i + jy./iljl if i, j > 0, and (i, j) = 0 otherwise.

Theorem. Let Mo be the infinite loop space defined by Boyer et al. There is a

homotopy equivalence Mo —> l"In>i ̂ (Z, n) which we will specify in the proof.

Let lo = 1 € H°(M0;Z/p) and, for n > 1, let t„ € H2n(M0; Z/p) be the ob-
vious element (pulled back from the generator ofi H2"(K(Z, 2n); Z/p) = Z/p).

The coalgebra map H*M0 -> H*M0 9 H*M0 sends i„ to YH=o lk ® ln-k > and
the dual Dyer-Lashof operations act on i„ by the formulas

Qrir(p-i)+s = (-l)r+s(s-l,r-s)is

for p odd, and

Q2rir+s = (s-l,r + s)is,     Q2r+iir+s = 0

for p = 2. Since H*(Mq; Z/p) is generated by the elements i„ as an algebra

over the Steenrod algebra, these formulas determine the action of the Dyer-Lashof

operations on all of H*(Mq ; Z/p) (and hence on Ht(Mo; Z/p)), via the diag-
onal Cartan formula and the Nishida relations [9, p. 6].

2. Dyer-Lashof operations on homotopy groups

For the rest of the paper, it will be convenient to interpret the word "space"

as meaning "simplicial set." Of course, statements about simplicial sets imply

statements about topological spaces, by passing from a topological space to its

total singular complex, which is a simplicial set [7]. The advantage of simplicial

sets is that it is easy to work with the free (simplicial) abelian group ZX on a
simplicial set X, with the property that nfZX = H*(X; Z). One could work

with the free topological abelian group on a topological space X instead, as in

Dold-Thom [3], but the details are messier.

The infinite loop space Mo has a lot of structure which is useful both for

making calculations and for stating the results. In May's terminology of E<x,

ring spaces [10, p. 145], what BLLMM proved is that there is an Eoo ring space

N s IIn>o K(Z, 2n), which is an abelian group under addition, such that there

is a map of Eoo spaces BU —> N, where TV is given its multiplicative Eoo

structure; and as a map of spaces this is the total Chern class map. The E^

space Mo mentioned in the Theorem is the connected component of 1 6 N,
with the multiplicative Eoo structure on this component. (Note that only the

connected infinite loop space BU maps into Mo C N; the infinite loop space
Z x BU does not map into either Mq or N. I believe there is a version of

BLLMM's theory into which Zx BU does map, however.)
Here is the definition of "an E^ ring space which is an abelian group under

addition," or, as we will prefer to say, a May algebra. Fix an Eoo operad W.
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Then a Zf-space is a f-space X which is also a (simplicial) abelian group
such that the map f («) x X" —► X is multilinear in the n copies of X. We

will give a useful variant of this definition in Lemma 1. For a fixed Eoo operad

f, the Zf-spaces form a category. We define a May algebra to be a Zf-space
for some E^ operad f. This section is devoted to stating the properties of
May algebras.

In what follows, homotopy groups are always based at 0. Also, we define

n,(X; Z/p) for a simplicial abelian group X to be n*(X9Z/p); in order that

this group should satisfy the universal coefficient theorem relating it to n»X,

we need some additional assumption on X, e.g., that X is torsion-free.

Lemma 1. For any space X, let ZX denote the free abelian group on X. Let f

bean Eoo operad. If X is a f-space, then ZX is a Zf'-space; in particular,

it is a f-space under multiplication. In fact, a ZW-space X is exactly a space
X which is both a f'-space and an abelian group, in such a way that the map of

abelian groups ZX -* X is also a map of f-spaces.

We can summarize Lemma 1 by saying that the functor X •-► ZX is a monad

[6] in the category of f-spaces. A Zf-space is just an algebra over this monad.

Lemma 2. Let f be an E^ operad and let X be a ZW-space. Then there is

a ring structure on the additive groups n*X and on n*(X; Z/p), and there are
linear operations

Qf: %i(X; Z/p) -+ nl+2r{p_x)(X; Z/p)

[for p = 2, Qf: 7ii(X; Z/2) —► ni+r(X; Z/2)], which satisfy the following prop-
erties :

(1) 77ze? ring structure and the operations Qf are natural with respect to maps
of Zf -spaces.

(2) n*X and n*(X; Z/p) are graded-commutative rings.

(3) Qrx = 0 if 2r < dim(x) [if r < dim(x)], x € n*(x; Z/p).
(4) Qfx = xp if 2r = dim(jc) [if r = dim(x)], x 6 n.(X; Z/p).
(5) 0/1 = 0 if r > 0, where 1 e n0(X; Z/p) is the identity element of the

ring nt(X; Z/p).
(6) The external and internal Cartan formulas hold:

Qr(x9y)= J2 Qix®Qjy
i+j=r

if x ® y € 71* (X ® Y; Z/p), and X, Y are ZW-spaces; and

Qr(xy) = J2 {Q'xX&y)
i+j=r

ifx,yent(X;Z/p).
(7) The Adem relations hold: If p > 2 and r > ps, then

QfQ5 = Yl(-l)r+i(pi -r,r-(p-l)s-i- l)Qr+s~iQi;
i

if p > 2, r>ps, and P:n.iX; Z/p) -> nt-i(X;Z/p) denotes the Bockstein,
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then

QrBQs = £(-ir'G>* -r,r-ip-l)s- i)BQr+s~iQi

i

- "£(-l)r+iipi -r-l,r-ip-l)s- i)0/+*-</?<2'.
i

For a fixed prime p, we define the Dyer-Lashof algebra 31 as the associative

graded algebra generated by symbols Qf, BQf subject to the Adem relations
from property (7), above, and the "excess relations" which follow from property

(3), above. We abbreviate Lemma 2 by saying that for a May algebra X,

n„iX; Z/p) is an ^-algebra.

Lemma 3. Let X bean Eoo space. The Dyer-Lashof operations on n*iZX; Z/p)

= H*iX;Z/p), as in Lemma 2, are the usual Dyer-Lashof operations on

H.iX;Z/p).

Lemma 4. Let X be a May algebra. Then /i*(Ar; Z/p), as an algebra over the

Dyer-Lashof algebra 77%, can be computed from %*iX; Z/p) as an algebra over

3t. iNote that the operations on H*{X; Z/p) depend only on the multiplica-
tive Eoo structure ofi X, while those on n»iX; Z/p) are defined using both the

additive and multiplicative structures of X Tj

Proof of Lemma 1. Let X be an Eoo space; that is, X is a f-space with respect
to an Eoo operad f. The f-space structure is defined by maps f (n)xXn —> X

satisfying certain properties. Then ZX is a simplicial abelian group, and also

a f-space, the f-structure being given by

f in) x (ZZ)n «-. Zf (#i) 9 (ZX)®" = Z(f in) x X") -» ZX.

It is trivial to check that the functor T: X t-> ZX is a monad in the category
of f-spaces. This amounts to checking that the natural maps X -* ZX and

ZZX —► ZX, which are defined for any space X, are maps of f-spaces if X

is a f-space.
A monad T defines a new category, the category of 77-algebras. In this case,

a 77-algebra is precisely a f-space which is also a simplicial abelian group, in
such a way that the map ZX —> X preserves both structures. This is equivalent

to the definition of a Zf-space at the beginning of this section.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let X be a May algebra. That is, there is an Eoo operad

f such that X is both a f-space and a simplicial abelian group, and the Z„-
equivariant map f («) x X" —> X is multilinear in the n copies of X. So
this map extends to a E„-equivariant map f («) x X®n -» X which is linear in

X®" . Equivalently, we have a Z„-equivariant map of simplicial abelian groups,
Zf in) ®X®n^X.

For a simplicial abelian group E, let A{E) be the associated chain complex

[7, p. 93], so that H*{A{E)\ Z) = n.E. In particular, H,{A{X);Z) = n.X.
Then we have Z„ -equivariant maps of chain complexes as follows:

Ai7%{n)) 9 AiXf>n -»v4(Zf («) 0 X®n) -» J(X).

Here the first map is defined using the shuffle map n: AiE)®AiF) —► AiE®F),
which is a commutative and associative natural transformation, and the second
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map is the result of applying the functor A to the map defined in the previous

paragraph.
For each prime number p, the resulting map

A(ZW(p)) 9 A(X)®P - A{X)

makes the chain complex A(X) 9 Z/p an object of the category 3°(p, co) of

[8, pp. 160-161]. (The fact needed to check this is that the chain complex
A(ZW(p)) = CJW(p) is a free Xp-resolution of Z; see [9, p. 7] for the details.
Also, A(X) satisfies the Cartan and Adem properties, by the arguments of [9,

pp. 8-9].) This category is set up so that H,(A(X) ® Z/p) = n»(X; Z/p) is
an algebra over the Dyer-Lashof algebra which satisfies the usual properties, as

listed in Lemma 2.   Q.E.D.

Proof ofi Lemma 3. This is automatic from the above construction of Dyer-

Lashof operations on homotopy groups. If X is an Eoo space, then the

Dyer-Lashof operations on Ht(X; Z/p) are constructed in [9] by noting that

the chain complex Ct(X; Z/p) = A(ZX) ® Z/p is an object of the category
3sip, oo) mentioned above.   Q.E.D.

Proofi ofi Lemma 4. We observe that X k+ ZX is also a monad in the category

of spaces, the corresponding algebras being the simplicial abelian groups. So,

in particular, for a space X there is an inclusion X —> ZX, and for X a

simplicial abelian group, there is a retraction ZX -» X. Thus, taking homotopy
groups, we find that for any simplicial abelian group X, there is a natural

surjection H*(X; Z) —» n»X such that the composition n*X —► H»X —> ntX
is the identity, where the first map is the Hurewicz map. Similarly, for X a

simplicial abelian group, there is a homomorphism Z/p X -+ X ® Z/p, and so

there is a natural surjection H*(X; Z/p) —► n,(X; Z/p). And if A" is a May
algebra, then Lemma 1 shows that ZX —> X is a map of May algebras, and

Lemma 2 applied to this map shows that H*(X; Z/p) —> 7i,(X; Z/p) is a map
of algebras over the Dyer-Lashof algebra 3? . (By Lemma 3, H+(X; Z/p) is

being given the structure of ^-algebra which it gets just from the multiplicative

Eoo structure of X.)

The map H*(X; Z/p) —> n,(X; Z/p) is defined for any simplicial abelian
group X, so it is easy to describe explicitly. For example, if there is a map of

simplicial abelian groups X —► \\n>0K(Z, ^n) which is a homotopy equiva-

lence, then for n > 1 the map H2„JX; Z/p) -* 7t2„iX; Z/p) = Z/p is exactly
the map H2„iX; Z/p) -* H2„iKiZ, 2ri); Z/p) St Z/p, by the commuting dia-
gram:

H2niX; Z/p)-~H2„iKiZ, 2n);Z/p)

7C2niX;Z/p)-^-+n2niKiZ,2n);Z/p)

For n = 0, the map @keZZ/p = H0iX; Z/p) -* n0(X; Z/p) = Z/p sends
the generator of H0 of the kth component of X, k € Z, to k e Z/p, since
the composition floX -+ Ho(X; Z/p) -* n0(X; Z/p) must be the natural map

noA" —► no(X; Z/p). (The Hurewicz map tiqX —> Ho(X; Z/p) is not a homo-
morphism of groups, but this argument works anyway.)
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(Warning. The multiplication and the Dyer-Lashof operations on n*(X; Z/p)

are defined using the whole structure of X as a May algebra. By contrast,

the multiplication and the Dyer-Lashof operations on H*(X; Z/p) use only

the multiplicative Ego structure of X. One point which confused me for a

while is that for a May algebra X, the modp Hurewicz map n+(X; Z/p) —*

H*(X; Z/p), even if one can see how to define it, does not seem to preserve

the Dyer-Lashof operations. The explanation is that the map X -» ZX which

gives the Hurewicz map on homotopy groups preserves X 's multiplicative in-

finite loop space structure but not the additive structure. The map ZX —> X

preserves both structures.)

Thus we have a map H„(X; Z/p) —► n*(X; Z/p) of algebras over the Dyer-
Lashof algebra 31 . Dually speaking, we have a map

n.(X;Z/py-*H*(X;Z/p)

of coalgebras over 3?°p, which is 32 with the opposite order of multiplication.

But H* (X; Z/p) has additional structure: it is also an algebra over the Steenrod

algebra. We have the usual formulas relating Steenrod operations and products

to Dyer-Lashof operations and coproducts, as listed in [9, p. 6]. In fact, since X

is weakly homotopy equivalent to a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces as a

simplicial abelian group, we can apply Serre's calculation of the cohomology of

Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces to see that H*(X; Z/p) is generated as an algebra

over the Steenrod algebra by the image of n,(X; Z/p)* —► H*(X; Z/p). Con-

sequently, if we know n»(X\ Z/p)* as a coalgebra over 32°p, then we know

H*(X;Z/p) with the same structure.   Q.E.D.

3. Proof of the main theorem

In this section, we prove the theorem stated in § 1, using Kochman's results

heavily. In the next section we give a slightly longer proof, which has the

advantage of only using Kochman's results in the lowest nontrivial dimension.

As usual, all homotopy groups are based at 0. Homotopy and homology groups
will be understood to have Z/p coefficients from now on. Also, I will assume

p > 3, since the arguments for p = 2 differ only notationally.

The idea of the proof is simple. Let N be the May algebra discussed in §2.
There are maps (n.N)* -* H'N -» H*BU of coalgebras over 3?op such that

the composition is injective. Since Kochman computed H*BU as a coalgebra
over 32°v, we can read off the corresponding structure for in*N)*. By Lemma

4, H*N is determined as a coalgebra over 32 op by {n„N)*, and this will

complete the proof of the theorem.
Thus the calculation rests on two properties of BLLMM's theory: its rela-

tion to Zf-theory (giving the map H'N -> H*BU), and its May-algebra struc-

ture (giving the map i%»N)* —* H'N). The latter is crucial, because the map

H'N —* H*BU by itself is not injective, so we cannot just read off the structure

of H'N from that of H'BU .
Let us begin the detailed proof. We know [1] that N is an Eoo space with

a compatible abelian group structure; that is, N is a May algebra. We know

that N ~ Yln>QKiZ, 2m) . In fact, the abelian group structure of N, together

with Lawson's choice of isomorphisms from the even-dimensional homotopy

groups of iV to Z, determines the map N -+ T[n>0KiZ, 2m) uniquely, in
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the homotopy category of simplicial abelian groups (defined by inverting weak
equivalences). (This follows from the universal coefficient theorem for Horn of
chain complexes [2, Theorem VI.3.1a, p. 114].) Also, from the definition of N

it is clear that N is torsion-free, so that the universal coefficient theorem allows
us to compute n»N (by which we mean 7i«(JV; Z/p)) : n2„N = Z/p for n > 0,

and n2n+xN = 0.
We know that there is a map BU —> N which is an Eoo map with respect

to the multiplicative Eoo structure on TV [1]. {BU maps into the component

of 1, not 0.) So we have maps (n,N)* -» H'N -> H'BU of coalgebras over

32°p . If Kn denotes the generator of (n2„N)* = Z/p, we have k„ i-> i„ >-> c„ ,

where i„ € H2nN denotes the modp reduction of the cohomology class which

is represented by the map N ~ Ylr>0KiZ, 2r) -* KiZ, 2m) , and c„ denotes

the Mth Chern class. (The description of the map (ntN)* -» H'N follows from
the proof of Lemma 4, and the description of the map H'N —> H'BU is from

[5].)
We see that the composition {n*N)* —► H'BU is injective, so we can read

off the structure of {ntN)* as a coalgebra over 32op from the known results

for H'BU. First for the coalgebra structure: since y/(c„) = S"=0c, 9 cn-i

in H'BU (this just amounts to the formula for the Chern classes of a direct
sum of two vector bundles), we have ip(tc„) = YH=o K' ®Kn-i in (n*N)*. It

follows that n*N is a polynomial ring: n*N = Z/p[u], dimu = 2. (With Z
coefficients, we would have ntN = Z[u], dimu = 2 7) It also follows that

n

W(ln) = J2li<S>l"-i
1=0

in H'N. That is, we have computed the multiplicative //-space structure on
N. (This was found by Lawson and Michelsohn with a different proof [5].)

Since (jijN)* is nonzero only for i even, and since it is 1-dimensional in

that case, the Dyer-Lashof operations on (n,N)* have the form

QrKr(p-\)+s — ars*s,

ars e Z/p. (Here Qr : (ni+2rij,_i)X)* -» (itiX)* denotes the dual map to

Qr: nX -» 7tj+2rtp-i). Since dualizing reverses the order of multiplication, we

should really write Qr to the right of its argument, e.g., " xQ,.") Since the

maps (it»N)* —> H*N —► H*BU preserve these operations, we have

Qr^r(p—\)+s = @rsh ,       Qr^r(p—l)+s = &rsCs-

In particular, the existence of BLLMM's theory, together with its relation to

AT-theory, is enough to imply the general form of the Dyer-Lashof operations on

H'BU: the basic operations send a Chern class to a multiple of a Chern class,
not to some complicated polynomial in the Chern classes. This description of
the operations on H'BU was discovered by Kochman [4]. In fact Kochman

actually determined the numbers ars: ars = (-l)r+i(5- 1, r—s), where (i, j) =

{i + j)\/i\j\ if i" > 0 and j > 0, and (i, j) = 0 otherwise.
We can then go back and use Kochman's calculation of the numbers ars to

determine the operations in H'N:

Qrlr(p-l)+s = i-l)r+SiS- 1, r-s)ls.

Q.E.D.
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4. Another proof of the main theorem

I will continue to assume that the prime p is at least 3, the case p = 2
differing only trivially. We continue to use the notation of the previous section.

The point of this section is to compute the Dyer-Lashof operations on n*N,
and hence on H'N and H'BU, using only Kochman's calculation that Q2c2p^i

= -C\ in H'BU (or, for p = 2, that Q4C3 = ci). We will begin by computing

Qfu in n*N. The result is as follows:

Lemma 5. Let N be the May algebra defined by Boyer et al. Then n*(N; Z/p)
is the following algebra over the Dyer-Lashof algebra:

nt(N,Z/p) = Z/p[u],

a polynomial ring on one generator u of dimension 2, with operations

Qru = (-l)r+xur{P-x)+x,    /JO/11 = 0

for p odd (where 0: n*(N; Z/p) -+ nt-i(N; Z/p) is the Bockstein operation),
and Q2ru = ur+x, Q2r+Xu = 0 for p = 2.

Proof of Lemma 5. We take the computation that n»(N) = Z/p[u] from the
previous section. Since 7Z*(N) is 0 in odd dimensions, it is trivial that BQru =

0 (or, for p = 2, that Q2r+Xu = 0). Let ar € Z/p be the numbers such that

Qfu = arur^p~x^+i. In the previous section we used Kochman's calculations to

show that ar = (-l)r+1 . Here we will use only Kochman's result that Q2c2p-X =

—C], i.e., that a2 = -1, and we will compute the other aT using the Adem

relations, as in Lemma 2, part (7).
We want to exploit our knowledge that a2 = -1, or, in the form that we

will use, Q2u = -u2p~x. So it is natural to use the Adem relation for QrQ2u,

which says that, for r > 2p + 1,

QrQ2u = J^-ir'Ow - r, r - 2(p - 1) - i - l)Qr+2-'Q'u.
i

Since u is only 2-dimensional, most of the terms in this sum turn out to be 0.

For the ith term to be nonzero, i must satisfy pi - r > 0, so that 1 > r/p .

But also, since Q'u has dimension 2i'(/> — 1) + 2, Lemma 2, part (3) shows that

the term Qr+2Q'u can only be nonzero if

2(r + 2-i) > 2i(p- l) + 2,

that is, i < {r + l)/p. Since r/p < i < {r + l)/p, there is at most one
integer i for which the ith term in the above sum is nonzero; in fact, for

r £ 0, -1 {modp), the whole sum is 0.
Thus the Adem relations in this situation take the form:

(a) QrQ2u = 0, r^0,-limodp),    r>2p+l.

(b) QPsQ2u = Q(p-x)s+2Qsu, r = ps, r>3p.

(c) Qps-xQ2u = {s-l)Q{p-X)s+xQsu,    r = ps-l, r>3p-l.

We now recall the notation ar e Z/p for the numbers such that Q'u =

arMr(^-1)+1 . We can evaluate the right side of Adem relations (a), (b), (c), using
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Lemma 2 repeatedly. For (b) we have

q(P-1)s+2qsu _ Q(p-l)*+2,-fljU*G>-l)+l)

= as(s{p-l) + l){Q2u)(Qluy<P-V

= {s - l)asusp{p-x)+2p-x,

where we use Qfu = —u2p~x. We can evaluate (c) similarly. To summarize the

results:

(a) QrQ2u = 0, r^O, -1 (mod/?),    r>2p+l.

(b) QpsQ2u = {s- l)asusp(P-X)+2p-x,    r = ps, r>3p.

(c) Qps-xQ2u = {s- l)asusp{P-Xx+p,        r = ps-l, r>3p-l.

By Lemma 2, part (4), we have Qxu = up ; so <2i = 1. We use our knowledge

that Q2u = -u2p~x to evaluate QrQ}u, which is the left side of the Adem

relations:

QfQ2u= -Qfiu2p~x) = -        Y.       «2"w)---(0>-")
«'+l+—+iip-i=r

= „(^)(P-i)+iLr_2p+2_        £       a.-ai,}.
il+--+i2p-i=r, I

\ all i's<r-2p+2 I

Inspection of the above formulas for all r > 2p+1 shows that all the numbers
a, are determined by induction, given our knowledge that ai = 1, a2 = -1.

(Note that it is not at all clear that this would be so with a different value of a2

e.g., a2 = 0.) We now check that ar = (-l)r+1 satisfies the equations, so this

will be the unique solution.

Assuming that ar = {-l)r+x (so as to check that the equations are verified),

we evaluate the expression Q{Q2u) using the left side of the Adem relations.
Note that only the terms QrQ2u with r > 2p + 1 will be relevant to the Adem

relations.

QiQ2u) = - Q{u2p-X) = -{Qu)2p-X = -iup - u2p~x + u3p~2-)2p~x

= (TT^)2'"1 = uP(2p~X) B-1****' 2p ~ ^uk{P~l)

= J2i-l)rir -2p+l,2p- 2)u2p-x+r{p-X).

r

We recall the usual formula for binomial coefficients modp :

Lemma 6 ([12, p. 5]). Let p be a prime number and a, b nonnegative integers.

Let a = ao + aip -\-, b = bo + bip H-  be the p-adic expansions of a and
b. Then

(;)-(;»■■ <-»•

Assume that r > 2p + 1, which is necessary for the Adem relations we are
considering. Then, in particular, r - 1 > 2p - 2, so that (r - 2p + 1, 2p - 2) =
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(2~}2) ■ Now 2p-2 has />adic expansion (p-2) + (l)p . Write r-1 = pt + i,

0 < i < p . Then, for r > 2p - 1,

0--^ + l,»-2)- (^I'a) - (DC-*)    im0iP>-
This is nonzero only if i = p-2 or i = p-l, that is, for r = 0 or -1 (mod/7).

If r = 0 (mod/?), say r = ps, then

g^2«=(-ir (5 7*) (j: y^-1^-"

= (-l)s+1(5-l)«2;'-1+'"(,'-1),

where we have used the fact that p is odd. Similarly, for r = ps - 1, we have

Q/tf-l02M = (_iy>.r-l/'5- 1N| (P ~ 2\u2p-\+(ps-l)(p-\)

= (-\y+l/s_ i)M2/>-i+(/>5-i)(p-i)_

These agree with the right side of the Adem relations, as listed in (a), (b), (c)

above, under our assumption that ar = (-l)r+I . Thus ar = (-l)r+1 satisfies the

equations as claimed, and as explained above it is therefore the unique solution

to these equations.
Thus we have proved that ar = (-l)r+1.   Q.E.D. (Lemma 5)

We now finish our second proof of the main theorem. If Q = 53 Q! denotes

the total Dyer-Lashof operation, Lemma 5 says that

Qu = up -u2p~x +u3p~2-.

We now work out the numbers ars; that is, we compute Q(us), using the

internal Cartan formula (Lemma 2, part (6)).

Q(iP) = iQuf = iup - u2p~x + uip~2-)s

= (n^y^B-1)*^*-1)"^

= ]£(-l)r+*(r-j>j-l)iiM-,(p-1).

r

Thus aTS = {-l)r+5ir - s, s - 1). We have computed all the Dyer-Lashof

operations on BLLMM's theory and on AMheory, starting from Kochman's

calculation that Q2c2p-i = -Cj .

5. Homology operations on Segal's infinite loop space

Segal earlier defined an infinite loop space structure on nn>i ^(Z, 2m) [11].

Segal's structure gives the same //-space structure on this space as BLLMM's

coming from cup products in ordinary cohomology, but it did not have the

desired property of making the Chern class map 7317 —> nn>i K{Z, 2m) into

an infinite loop map. Nonetheless, Segal's theory remains interesting; as the

following calculations suggest, it seems to be the "simplest" infinite loop space

with the given //-space structure.
As in BLLMM's theory, Segal makes X = l~l,i>o^(z> 2") mto a Ma^ atee~

bra. And as before, the problem reduces to computing the Dyer-Lashof oper-

ations on nmX = Z/p[u], dim u = 2. The result is the opposite extreme from
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the result for BLLMM's theory, where all the operations that could be nonzero
were nonzero; for Segal's theory, we have, say for p = 2:

Q2u = u2,    Q'u = 0,        I #2.

Similarly for p > 3:

Qxu = up,    Qiu = 0,        i'#l.

This follows easily from the fact that the map H*X -> n*X preserves Dyer-

Lashof operations, and from the observation that in Segal's theory, the map

Wip)xXp ^X,

which induces the Dyer-Lashof operations maps W{p)xK{Z, n)p into K{Z, pn),

so that Q'H.KiZ, n) c H*K{Z, pn).
As in the case of BLLMM's theory, we easily deduce the Dyer-Lashof oper-

ations on H'X:
r,r, y      fh   X r = s,
Q (*o-i)*) - { 0  otherwise.

6. A QUESTION

A May algebra is essentially an algebraic object. One can think of it as an

Eoo object in the category of simplicial abelian groups.

One should be able to classify May algebras X up to weak equivalence in
some cases, e.g., if it*X is a polynomial ring Z[u], dim u = 2. This includes
both Segal's and BLLMM's theories. In particular, the calculations in this paper
suggest that BLLMM's theory, localized at the prime 2, should be the unique

May algebra N such that n*N = Z(2)[m] and Qfu = u3 in nt{N; Z/2).
Similarly, BLLMM's theory at an odd prime p should be characterized by the
properties n*N = Z(j,)[u], Qfu = -u2p~x. Section 4 of this paper shows that

these properties at least determine all the Dyer-Lashof operations on ntN.
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